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5.1.4.Average percentage ofstudents benefitted by guidance for competitive examinations and

career counseling offered by the institution during the last five years

a) Guidance for competitive examination- Various workshops on guidance for competitive

examinations and GPAT examinations were organized. Third year and Final year students were

attended. Competitive Examinations are the base for various civil services as well as act as a

foundation to enroll for various higher degree courses. In the profession of pharmacy

qualifuing GPAT examination for getting enrolled for higher studies is must. College

conducts tests for the aspirants and all the teachers give timely guidance to them as per the

requirement in their respective subj ects. Prof S. S. Meshram is the In-charge to conduct

GPAT examination and check their performance.. Nevertheless college organizes guest

lecturers for guiding the students by their seniors that is alumni of the college.

Students willing to attempt in different entrance exarns at the National and

Intemational Level. They are motivated and guided for the same by facilitating environment

for preparation. Institute extends support and guidance pertaining to competitive exams.

Experts from different helds guide students and assist them with right directives to qualify

the competitive exams and enter the civil services. (College has signed MOU with Mrs.

Vibha Jadhav and Dr. Suresh Jadhav from Premier Academy for Administrative Services and

the teacher from the institute guide the students for competitive examination.

Facilities available with the Institute for this activity:

Seminar hall with capacity of 300 plus students equipped with projector facility. (And

discussion hall with capacity of around 50 students.)

(Students preparing for entrance exams and in final year are provided extra books.)

Library is having good number ofbooks useful for the preparations in the exams.

Institute also provides for guest lecturers from the expertise in the field.

Career Counselling

It has been observed that most of the students are in dilemma regarding their

future/career and are unable to choose an appropriate career. To cope up with this situation

Institute provides career counselling seminars and workshops. Apart from t)\tremqdial
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The Mentor Mentee Program acts as a bridge between the faculty members (mentors) and 

students (mentees) to discuss their career orientation with necessary guidance needed for their 

placement. The college arranges career counseling sessions by eminent personalities and 

guides and train the students in choosing their career. Various guest lecturers of eminent 

personalities were conducted. 

 

Dr. Suresh Jadhav guided the students for competitive examination 



 



 



 


